
Friday



What is “Black Lives Matter”?



Everyone has different 
color skin.



Black skin is beautiful! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oq9ydJK6Fn8


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUG811lqtRs


We need to learn some important words.

● Movement
● Racism
● Activist



Movement
A group of people 
who have the same 
goal. The people 
work hard to reach 
the goal.  



Racism

Being mean to someone 
because of the color of 
their skin.



Activist
A person believes 
that something 
should change and 
works hard to make 
the change happen.



What is the Black Lives Matter Movement?

The movement is a 
group of activists from 
all around the world.
This group of people 
believe that violence and 
racism is wrong.



Who started “Black Lives Matter”?

Alicia Garza Patrisse Khan-Cullors Opal Tometi



Before Reading the Story

What is the difference between Ace and Chase?

AceChase



Read Aloud
Race Cars

Listen and watch your teacher 
read the book or click below to 
watch and listen to the story read 
aloud.

Begin at 1:50

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhVRNQancAQ


Signs in “Race Cars”
Think about the signs placed along the race…What were 
some of the privileges given to white cars and not not 
the black cars?

White cars

All other Cars

Bridge is
for white
cars only



Read Aloud
Giant Steps to Change the World

Listen and watch your teacher 
read the book or click below to 
watch and listen to the story read 
aloud.

How can you take 
giant steps?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSNMjDAk_ws


Read Aloud
Something Happened in Our Town

Listen and watch your teacher 
read the book or click below to 
watch and listen to the story read 
aloud.

How can we make a 
better pattern?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pi7_Ps6Jf7Y


Why don’t we say “All Lives Matter”?

In the history of our country, people have been treated 
unfairly because of the color of their skin. Sadly, this is still 
happening today in different ways.


